CHARGERS
Whether it is to charge or maintain lead-acid or lithium
batteries (LiFePO4), Fulbat chargers will be able to
answer all your needs, from the smallest battery to
the largest capacity. Designed with different charging
stages, our automatic smart chargers will guarantee
optimum charging efficiency and safety.

FULLOAD 1000
Charges & maintains 6V/12V lead-acid batteries
(GEL, AGM, MF, DRY, Ca/Ca, WET) & 12V LiFePO4 batteries
1A charging current with battery capacity up to 20Ah
(maintains all sizes)
4 charge modes
Easy to set up & use: connect, select a charge mode & forget
Easy to read LED display
Full protected against short circuit, wrong connections,
overcharge and overheat
Delivered with: 1 clamps set and 1 eyelet terminals set

BATTERY COMPATIBILITY:
Lead-acid & lithium
VOLTAGE:
6V/12V
CHARGING RATE:
1A
STAGES:
3

FULLOAD F4
Charges & maintains 6V/12V lead-acid batteries
(GEL, AGM, MF, DRY, Ca/Ca, WET)
& 12V LiFePO4 batteries
2A or 4A charging current with battery capacity
up to 80Ah (maintains all sizes)
7 charge modes including 12V Repair mode
Easy to set up & use: connect, select a charge
mode & forget
Easy to read LED display
Full protected against short circuit, wrong
connections, overcharge and overheat
Delivered with: 1 clamps set and 1 eyelet terminals set

BATTERY COMPATIBILITY:
Lead-acid & lithium
VOLTAGE:
6V/12V
CHARGING RATE:
2-4A
STAGES:
8

FULBANK 2000
Charges & maintains 3 batteries with different
voltage and technologies at once
2A per bank with battery capacity up to
40Ah (120Ah in maintenance)
For all batteries: GEL, AGM, MF, DRY,
Ca/Ca & LiFePO4
Easy to read LED display
Full protected against short circuit, wrong
connections, overcharge and overheat
Splash & dust proof (IP65)
Delivered with: 3 clamps and 3 fused
connection set

BATTERY COMPATIBILITY:
Lead-acid & lithium
VOLTAGE:
6V/12V
CHARGING RATE:
3x2A
STAGES:
4
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LAWN & GARDEN
BATTERY RANGE

BOOSTER, TESTER & ACCESSORIES
These accessories are ideal for the maintenance of all
our ranges of batteries.
Whatever your type of application (motorcycle, scooter,
quad, jet-ski, lawn mower, etc.), you will always find
the Fulbat accessory to maximize your battery’s
performance.

FULBOOST
For vehicles equipped with WET, MF, SLA, GEL,
Ca/Ca, AGM, EFB lead-acid battery (12V)
Start engines up to 5.0L Gasoline & 3.0L diesel
Charger for all types of electrical appliances by USB
3 Light modes: SOS, normal, flash
Smart cables technology that protect the battery
and onboard electronics anti-spark technology,
protection against short-circuit, protection against
polarity reversal
Delivered with: protective storage case, smart
cable, multiconnectors usb cable, cigarette plug leadset,
12V home charger and 8 pc supply connectors

FUNCTION:
Booster, powerbank & light
CAPACITY:
15Ah
START CURRENT:
300A
CURRENT PEAK:
600A

FULTEST 1
For all 12V lead-acid batteries
Test the condition of your battery and alternator
Control the right starting ability of your vehicule
The ideal tool to verify the state of your battery

FUNCTION:
Battery & alternator tester
BATTERY COMPATIBILITY:
12V lead-acid

FULCONNECT
CHARGERS COMPATIBILITY:
Fulload 1000
Fulload F4
Fulbank 2000

Ideal solution if your battery is difficult to access
Wire length: 600mm
Eyelet internal dimensions: 6.4mm (M6)

ADAPTOR GGP
CHARGERS COMPATIBILITY:
Fulload 1000
Fulload F4
Fulbank 2000

Ideal solution to charge and maintain batteries
inside GGP lawn mowers during winter season
Just connect the adaptor to the lawn mower
and charge as usual
www.fulbat.com
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